One of the most recent developments in steam technology was the publication of "Thermodynamic Properties of Steam," a comprehensive reference work that compiled extensive data on the properties of steam. The work was completed under the direction of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology's Research Laboratory in Chemical Engineering.

The data on steam and other phases of the subject was the result of several years' research work by and large, but the outstanding characteristic of the new compilation is the thoroughness of the work. Most of the data are taken from the "Kyes' equation of state," which provides a higher degree of consistency and precision than the graphic methods used in earlier tables. The "Kyes' equation of state" is complete in itself, as it includes all the necessary functions of the properties of water. The data on steam and other phases of the subject was the result of several years' research work by and large, but the outstanding characteristic of the new compilation is the thoroughness of the work. Most of the data are taken from the "Kyes' equation of state," which provides a higher degree of consistency and precision than the graphic methods used in earlier tables. The "Kyes' equation of state" is complete in itself, as it includes all the necessary functions of the properties of water. The data on steam and other phases of the subject was the result of several years' research work by and large, but the outstanding characteristic of the new compilation is the thoroughness of the work. Most of the data are taken from the "Kyes' equation of state," which provides a higher degree of consistency and precision than the graphic methods used in earlier tables. The "Kyes' equation of state" is complete in itself, as it includes all the necessary functions of the properties of water.
FROSH MENACE
SOMETHING MUST BE DONE

This year, for the first time in 1929, the freshmen are conceded an adequate voice to the management of their own group. The history of Technology. Complete revision of the points allotted winners of the various contests and a more modern atmosphere for the social betterment of the student body is due largely to the lack of cultural activities. Especially is this so when our students are in the gymnasium, a swimming pool could be placed in the basement of Walker, and a Thought Control Administration. The chief difference between our democracies and ours is that a Thought-_control dictatorship can learn something from the fascist regimes that still maintain a state of circumscription of the people's liberties, and that already the Thought Control Administration has made the private anarchy an issue of national concern.

The Tech with 33 other colleges participated in a similar intercollegiate poll, The results of the poll reveal no startling conclusions, and intimate violent political thought. They do, however, indicate several pertinent conclusions which their significance will be apparent only in the future.

Four years ago during the fervent campaign of 1932, Technology was put on the map as a factor in the political affairs of the country. The idea that the Tech has assumed the status of a political power is not a new one, but it is a significant one. The Tech men know things.

Whatever interpretation one may put on these trends or other trends, one cannot quarrel with them in the present. The time is near when the Tech can control its influence, and is ready to use it in any field of interest, to the last inch of the earth.

THOUGHT CONTROL
JAPAN AND JUDE
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Field Day Spirit and Athletic Teams

Scene From Last Year's Glove Fight


The Sophs Swipe Some Frosh Shoes

H. K. Walker, '39 Passing Baton to H. K. Klitgourd, '39

The Fresh Retaliate by Capturing Soph Nighties

All pictures on this page are Staff Photos
Field Day
(Continued from Page 1)
Coach Hedlund prophesies that the experiences of the uppersmen will go on to aid the freshmen. He feels that the best way to train the freshmen is to give them a taste of the ups' activities. He feels that the freshmen are more likely to learn from the ups' experiences than they are to learn from their own mistakes. The freshmen will be able to see what it is like to be an upper and what the ups do on a daily basis.

Princeton Poll
(Continued from Page 1)
The New York and New England states are in serious and newtional status.

Physical Training.
The Cabot Afedal for attainments in men of the committee and Harry of ceremonies, Dr. Rockwell, chairman of the committee on athletics will be master of the A. A. to a dinner in North Hall, -ers, in fact all those whose names appear on the program are invited by P. Al. Ralph T. Jope, secretary of the Alpha Phi Omega with the intention of furthering achievement. Coach Donner of the football team, Dr. Rockwell, will be to assist with the program.

Field Day marshals and others have orders to "get the name" of anything caught throwing eggs or in-jurive chemists, or invoking a penalty or fine. Such persons are liable to expulsion from the Institute. Also, all freshmen and sophomore are to be kept on the field, and are not to be permitted to wander about.

Mental Effort
TODAY—usually long hours of study—ends up with only a cup of tea and a curb soon to digests. What's needed, get an instillator—"This is the way to work it!"—at readiness and after, "You digests your tea..." comes Curtis. Can't see yours right now?

For Digestion's Sake ... Smoke Camels
Smoking Camels with meals and after helps bring a delightful sense of well-being.

Lester Streeter, tennis champion, says: "My sons got in the race early..." He failed, "An athlete has no time to waste..." He adds: "I smoke a smoking brand..." and adds: "Camels make food taste better and digest easier."

Hollywood Radio Report
Carl Casper brings you "The Club of the Century" (Waxter) on 770 WABC-

Gym-Theatre
(Continued from Page 1)
1212.000 in the Bearfield Hotel Brane, the Building Pavilion, direction, and movements on Great Field, starting the last five years.

Thermodynamics
(Continued from Page 1)
A critical point. An extended table of primary properties is included. The greatest range of pressure, 0 to 1450 pounds per square inch, and temperature, 0 to 1450 degrees Fahrenheit, even covered in diagram are included.

THE TECH
Friday, October 30, 1926

FIELD DAY

Beaen over in the DRUM GRILL? At the HOTEL COMMANDER you know. Great place for a snack or a late supper. The Chef at the DRUM GRILL will cook you up a fine Welsh Rarebit as you eat, or a Lobster Newburg, and other special dishes. See you at the DRUM GRILL.

Where Leaders Meet
Up and Coming Young Men and Young Women in the event that the field is made up of some of the finest athletes in the country, with the intention of furthering relations. The Technology Charter, Alpha Phi Omega, is sponsored by Frederick Smith, '38, and is aided by Coach Hedlund.

The First Church of Christ, Scientist
Wednesday, November 11, 1926
Rev. J. W. McLean, D.D., 60 Norway St., and other special services.

AT THE WORLD-FAMOUS "COCONUT GROVE" IN LOS ANGELES. This famous restaurant of the Ambassador Hotel is a center for dining and dancing. The atmosphere of stage and screen—the vivid personalities of Southern California gay society is turned about by familiar faces. The famous Coconut Grove is one of the choicest spots for a dinner party. The daily menu is made like a little basket of the Coconut Grove, says: "People who are my judges of food are equally enthusiastic in their choice of a cigarette. Here they all smoke Camels."

Smoking Camels with meals and after helps bring a delightful sense of well-being.

Mild, rich-tasting Camels are a refreshing standby-the whole day through. They give you a creamy "fluff" when you need it most. Camels get right done! They never get on your nerves... the more you smoke... or irritate your throat, So, make Camels your cigarettage!

At the DRUM GRILL you can get on your nerves... the more you smoke... or irritate your throat, So, make Camels your cigarettage!
TROPHY/WAR

Sophs Will Win All Events But Field Day Says Holbrook

Coach Cecil Holbrook, predicted a clean sweep in all of the events for the Sophomore team in today's Field Day, except the glow flight. The football game will be decided by court, but the Sophomore team should have winners in all of their events.

The deciding factor in the crow of the relay, and the glow flight, will be the ability and precision of the Sophomore team in their four main events: the relay, the four-man, the three-man, and the two-man races. The Sophomore team has been showing in the past few weeks, that they have the capability of pulling out a victory, and should aid in bringing about the expected victory.

The Sophomore team has shown their efficiency in the Past few weeks, in all of their four main events, and should be considered as strong favorites.

On the Upper Classmen's side, the Sophomore team will be the upper hand. The Sophomore team has been showing their efficiency in the past few weeks, and should be considered as strong favorites.
Institute Committee

Field Day Dance

(Continued from Page 1)

Those selections were tentatively approved by the Institute Committee yesterday, subject to report by Walker-Memorial Committee.

Frederick Kohl, president of the Junior Class and chairman of the freshman council, announced the importance of regular attendance at the meeting, stating that two abstractions and one proviso would deprive it of its representation.

Definite plans of attack for the Field Day glow fight were discussed and the council adjourned with much enthusiasm.

Harvard Instructor Addresses Graduates

Speaking to a group of over 100, Professor D. N. Mensel of Harvard gave a lecture on the eclipse of the sun in Siberia to graduating students at the Graduate House dinner Wednesday in Walker Memorial.

Lucky for You

—It’s a Light Smoke!

When Fun and Smoking

Last Way Into the Night...

On party nights—or whenever you do a lot of smoking—you’ll find that Luckies, a light smoke, are a comfort as well as a joy! For since Luckies are a light smoke, there’s no wear and tear on your throat. Luckies wear well...they’re the only cigarette that’s “Toasted...” your protection against irritation. So tomorrow, or better, right now, reach for a Lucky-rich with the taste of a good cigar, clean, fresh taste. And it’s a good sight smoke...easy on you...gentle. It’s never too late for a Lucky smoke...never too late for a Lucky!

* * NEWS FLASH! * *

82 years old—She Knows Her Popular Music

Mrs. Evelyn Bowles of Urbana, Texas, is a real "Sweepstakes" fan. She writes: "I am 82 years old. I smoke Luckies and I have ever was anything absolutely free, and an I pleased?" Congratulations, Mrs. Bowles. We’re sincerely pleased, too, that you won.

How you entered? Have you won your delicious Lucky Strike? There’s music on the air. Tune in "Your Hit Parade"—Wednesday and Saturday evenings. Listen, judge, and compare the tunes—the music written, performed, and the council adjourned with much enthusiasm.
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